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 It is day 9 of our France Culinary Delights: Normandy to Paris Cruise, and we are in the scenic medieval village of 
Les Andelys, France.  This small village with a population of less than 10,000 is divided into 2 parts, Grand-Andely and 
Petit-Andely.  Petit-Andely is the historical area of the village and where we will be spending our time. 

 

As part of our Vantage guided walking tour we visit the ruins of Château Gaillard, 
a fortress built by England’s Richard the Lionhearted in the 12

th
 century to guard 

his Normandy Holdings.  The ruins of the medieval castle sit 300 feet above the 
village of Les Andelys overlooking the River Seine.  Construction began in 1196 
and was completed, despite the tremendous amount of work, in just 2 years.  At 
the same time the town of Petit-Andely was constructed.  Château Gaillard has a 
complex design using the principles of concentric fortification.  It also is one of the 
earliest European castles to us machicolations.  A machicolation is a floor open-
ing between the supporting corbels of a battlement through which stones, boiling 
water or boiling cooking oil could be dropped on attackers.  The castle consists of 
three enclosures separated by dry moats with a keep in the inner enclosure. 
 

Château Gaillard was captured in 1204 by the King of France, Phillip II.  In the mid-14
th
 century it was the residence of the 

exiled David II of Scotland.  The castle changed hands many times during the Hundred Years War, but in 1449 the French 
captured Château Gaillard from the English King definitively.  Henry IV of France ordered the demolition of the castle in 
1599 as it was already in ruins and the further deterioration of the castle posed a threat to the security of the local people.  
The castle ruins are designated as a historical monument by the French Ministry of Culture. 

 

The village of Les Andelys is pic-
turesque with half timber houses 
and ancient Catholic churches.  
Two significant churches in the 
village that may be worth a visit are  
 
Collegiale de Notre-Dame des An-

delys and St. Sauveur Church of Petit-Andely. 
 

 
We depart Les Andelys in the afternoon for a leisurely sail to Paris.  As we leave Les Andelys we 
will enjoy spectacular views of Château Gaillard and the stunning villages along the River Seine.  In 
no time we will be in Paris!  Our Vantage tour guide will take us on an afternoon macaroon and 
chocolate walking tour.  You can be sure that I will be bringing some of both back with me! 
In the evening you may opt for another culinary cooking class in the Captain’s Club.  Don’t forget to 
sign up in advance.  Tonight’s culinary, interactive cooking adventure will be Matelote which is usu-
ally a fish cooked in cider.  Dinner in the Compass Rose Restaurant will be the Captain’s Gala Din-
ner which is sure to be another culinary delight.  After dinner we can relax with the movie “Midnight 
in Paris”.  Be sure to get a good night’s sleep because tomorrow Paris awaits! 
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